ASHIESTIEL
SCOTTISH BORDERS

ASHIESTIEL
CLOVENFORDS • SELKIRKSHIRE
Melrose 9 miles (14 km), Galashiels 5 miles (8 km), Peebles 16 miles (26 km),
Edinburgh 35 miles (56 km), Edinburgh International Airport 39 miles (63 km)

SPECTACULAR ESTATE ON THE
RIVER TWEED
The favourite Borders home of Sir Walter Scott
Ashiestiel House (4 reception rooms, 7 bedrooms and 7 bath/shower rooms, 2 secondary bedrooms)
Two gate lodges, farmhouse and three estate cottages
Walled garden, amenity woodland and policy parks
Superb equestrian facilities
In-hand stock farming enterprise (691 acres)
Mixed woodland (161 acres)
Driven pheasant and walked-up shooting, duck flighting and roe stalking
About 1¾ miles single bank salmon and sea trout fishing (averaging 47 salmon)
About 863 acres (349 ha)
For sale as a whole

Savills Edinburgh
8 Wemyss Place
Edinburgh EH3 6DH
0131 247 3720
edinburghrural@savills.com

Situation
Ashiestiel stands in a glorious private position above the River Tweed in the heart of the unspoilt Scottish
Borders, and yet is only 35 miles (56 km) from Edinburgh City Centre and 39 miles (63 km) from Edinburgh
Airport. The River Tweed flows for 1¾ miles along the northern boundary of the estate through the valley
from the ’Nout Sikes Pool‘ down to the ’House Pool‘ which lies immediately below the main house and is
reached by a short walk through wooded policies.
Despite its rural location Ashiestiel is conveniently situated for the local Borders towns of Galashiels (5 miles),
Innerleithen (7 miles), Selkirk (8 miles), Melrose (9 miles) and Peebles (16 miles) with their wide range of shops
and services. The Borders General Hospital and the private preparatory school of St Mary’s are in Melrose
and the area is now linked to Edinburgh by the Borders Railway with nearby stations in Stow and Galashiels
offering journey times of 42 and 50 minutes respectively, with trains departing every half hour. Edinburgh,
which is famed for its cultural festivals, offers a fine selection of private schools, shops and facilities.
The Borders is a genuinely rural area which is renowned for its scenic landscapes and for its country sports.
The River Tweed is one of Scotland’s finest salmon rivers and the well managed grouse moors of the
Lammermuirs lie to the north east. Many of the Border estates let out pheasant shooting and the estate lies
between the Duke of Buccleuch and Lauderdale Hunt country. Kelso (25 miles) has regular National Hunt
race meetings and there are 18 hole golf courses at Torwoodlee, Cardrona and the Roxburghe course near
Kelso. The Tweed valley is also world famous for its challenging mountain biking and downhill courses at
Glentress Forest (14 miles) and Innerleithen (7 miles).

Historical & Architectural Notes
Ashiestiel was home to Sir Walter Scott (the Scottish historical novelist, playwright and poet) from 1804 until
he purchased Abbotsford and moved there in 1812. Scott's eight years at Ashiestiel were among the
happiest of his life. Indeed, the writer Theo Lang surmises that had Scott been able to purchase the
property, "overhanging the Tweed and situated in a wild, pastoral country", the later ambitious project of
Abbotsford might never have been realised. “The study was both his dining and writing room, in which
were composed the Lay of the Last Minstrel, The Lady of the Lake, and Marmion, as well as about a third
of Waverley". According to Lang, "much of Marmion was penned from the Shirra's Knowe, a wooded
knoll overlooking the Peel and Glenkinnon Burns, and the river walk towards Elibank Tower was Scott's
own favourite Sunday walk". A romanticised watercolour of Ashiestiel was painted by JMW Turner as an
illustration for Marmion in the 1830s.

Description
Ashiestiel is an exceptional estate of high amenity value. The historic Grade A listed house possesses
elegant and well proportioned accommodation. There are six further estate dwellings, all standing in a total of
863 acres (349 ha) which are managed in-hand. New woodlands have recently been planted to enhance
both the amenity and sport and to introduce an element of commercial forestry to balance the mature stands
of hardwoods which feature throughout the low ground. Due to the topography, the established woodlands
and the open hill provide the foundation for an exciting pheasant shoot and the woodland fringes are ideal
for roe stalking. A hill loch is a magnet for duck flighting in the winter months in addition to both woodcock
and snipe. The jewel in the crown is the 1¾ miles of single bank salmon and sea trout fishing on the Tweed.

ASHIESTIEL HOUSE
Ashiestiel House is a particularly fine residence standing in a very secluded position above the banks of the
River Tweed. Originally a peel tower dating from the 17th century, it was subsequently extended and
enlarged before being completed in the 19th century with the addition of an east wing. Built on two main
floors over a lower ground floor, it is approached from the East Lodge by a tree lined tarmacadam drive.
The house has been completely refurbished to exacting standards by the current owners since 2011 and is
in excellent order both inside and out. The professional interior design is to an exceptionally high standard
and Ashiestiel now forms a lovely family home where guests can be easily entertained.
The refurbishment included complete re-wiring, re-plumbing including the installation of mains water, a new
central heating system, underfloor heating in the lower ground floor, new double glazed windows, the
replacement of all lead on the roof and re-roofing of the main core of the house. Notable improvements
have included the installation of a stunning family kitchen with electric Aga and gas wok and the creation of
a walk-in pantry adjacent. French doors lead out to a paved terrace and gravel courtyard overlooking the
river with raised herb and vegetable beds.

Seven new bath/shower rooms were installed to complement the master bedroom suite and six further
bedrooms on the first floor and a new sauna on the lower ground floor. A TV sitting room, games room and
secure gun room were also created on this level in addition to a customised fully equipped laundry.
There is a reception hall and four impressive reception rooms on the principal floor, all of which enjoy fine
views over the surrounding grounds. The drawing room and dining room are on a grand scale, with superb
double cornices and pillared marble mantelpieces creating an interior that echoes the exterior quality of the
house, and the stunning riverside setting.
The entire house is fully networked with superfast fibre optic broadband as well as supporting up to four
lines for telephone and alarm.
The accommodation over three storeys is as laid out on the accompanying floor plans.
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OUTBUILDINGS
Attached to the house and accessed from the rear, are some traditional stone outbuildings which
comprise/include a drying/boot room (with separate WC), a garage for two to three cars with up and
over door, and two stables.
Located along a track to the north of the house is a stone and slate three bay open fronted log shed and
three kennels.

GARDENER’S COTTAGE
The Gardener’s Cottage is situated to the rear of Ashiestiel House and has been renovated to the same
standard as the main house and is ideally suited for staff or overspill accommodation. Of stone and
block construction with a harled finish under a slate roof the accommodation comprises an open plan
dining kitchen and sitting room, utility room, WC and bedroom with en suite shower room.

GARDEN & GROUNDS
The house stands in attractive mature wooded policies with banks of rhododendrons and azaleas. To
the front lies an extensive open area of lawn running to a grass bank which, in spring, is carpeted with
snowdrops, bluebells, wildflowers and daffodils. Tree plaques commemorate visits from Queen Elizabeth
II and Princess Alexandra to Ashiestiel in the 1960s. From the back of the house, wooded walks lead
down to the River Tweed.

Ashiestiel Farmhouse
The Farmhouse is situated in a sheltered position overlooking grassland fields to the east of the
farmbuildings. Of stone construction under a slate roof, the accommodation is over two storeys and
comprises two reception rooms, office, five bedrooms, dressing room, kitchen, walk in larder, two
bathrooms and WC. Externally there are outbuildings and an enclosed garden.
Hillhouse
Hillhouse is an attractive stone cottage in a private setting with its own driveway enjoying fine views over
the surrounding countryside. Of stone construction under a slate roof the accommodation comprises
living room, open plan kitchen diner with woodburning stove, utility room, two bedrooms and bathroom.
Externally there are outbuildings and an enclosed garden.
Dovecote
Situated adjacent to White Cottage is a derelict dovecote of stone construction. Planning consent (now
lapsed) was previously obtained to convert the building into a two bedroom dwelling.
Walled Garden
A substantial walled garden stands to the south of the house, beyond the policies, and with its own
separate access would make an attractive house site, subject to the necessary planning permission.
East Lode

ESTATE HOUSES & COTTAGES
A number of the estate dwellings have recently been extensively renovated and are currently let to
provide useful income.
East Lodge
The East Lodge is situated at the principal entrance to Ashiestiel House. Of stone construction under a
slate roof, the accommodation over a single storey comprises a sitting room, kitchen, two bedrooms
and a bathroom. There is a garden to the rear.
West Lodge
The West Lodge is situated at the entrance to the back (west) drive to Ashiestiel House. Of stone
construction under a slate roof, the accommodation is over two storeys and comprises a sitting room,
kitchen, utility room, three bedrooms and a bathroom.
White Cottage
The White Cottage is situated adjacent to the roadside at the entrance to Ashiestiel Farm. Of harled
stone construction under a slate roof, the accommodation is over two storeys and comprises two
reception rooms, kitchen, three bedrooms and a bathroom.

Ashiestiel Farmhouse

White Cottage

EQUESTRIAN COMPLEX
Situated to the west of the house and accessed off the West Drive is an impressive equestrian complex
bounded by paddocks.

•
•

Horse walker for five horses
Undercover walkway with rubber floor and side panels.

American barn (21.6m x 10.2m)
Timber construction under a box profile metal sheeted roof with a raised ventilation ridge and sliding
doors at both ends. The roof is insulated and underlined with a fire resistant boarding. The internal
layout is arranged around a central passage off which there are four Monarch loose boxes either
side (eight in total), a washing down bay equipped with a solarium, a feed store and a secure tack
room.

•

All weather manège
(60m x 25m)
Sand base with a rubber chip surface. Contained within a timber post and rail fence.

•
•

•

FISHINGS
Ashiestiel offers excellent fishing on the River Tweed, an internationally famous salmon river which
attracts visitors from all over the globe. It ranks among the very top salmon rivers in the world, excelling
itself in 2010 with a record catch of over 20,000 salmon. Further details of the river may be found at
www.fishtweed.co.uk.
The 1¾ miles of single bank salmon and sea trout fishing are in hand, and a five year average catch of
47 salmon and nine sea trout has been achieved. Sea trout appear here in early summer, enjoying the
shady valley. There are seven named pools on the Ashiestiel beat as shown on the estate plan. The
House Pool lies immediately below the main house and is reached by a short walk through the wooded
policies. Standing at the head of the House Pool is the Marmion Oak, under which Sir Walter Scott is
reputed to have written Marmion.

Year

Salmon and grilse

Sea trout

2007

76

5

2008

75

3

2009

38

7

2010

86

4

2011

27

4

2012

33

8

2013

105

13

2014

34

11

2015

36

9

2016

30

6

5 yr average

47.6

9.4

10 yr average

54

7

This is a popular beat amongst Upper Tweed fishers, who return year after year and enjoy the
spectacular countryside and the diverse range of wildlife. The beat carries up to six rods with a seventh
rod reserved for house use. The fishings are let on a daily basis through Fishpal (www.fishpal.com).
Although fish are taken throughout the season (1st February to 30th November) in recent years the main
run has been in the late summer and autumn. A full time ghillie is employed during the autumn.
There is a fishing hut located in the middle of the beat and a shelter close to the House Pool (both of
which can be driven to). Access to some of the remainder of the beat is by foot.

LOW GROUND SHOOTING
A small pheasant shoot is run in hand with the emphasis placed on the excellence of birds
presented to the guns. It would be possible to create a larger more commercial shoot if desired.
As well as pheasants and partridge, other game are shot, including duck, woodcock, snipe, roe
and the occasional walked-up grouse.

FARMING
Ashiestiel is a well balanced and productive livestock unit with its land rising from 425’ (130 m) above sea
level by the river to 1319’ (402 m) on Ashiestiel Hill. The farm is classified as being in a Less Favoured
Area for the purpose of grants and subsidies (LFASS).
Extending in total to 863 acres (349 ha) the land has been analysed as approximately:

Acres

Hectares

Ploughable / pasture

197.55

79.96

Rough grazing / hill

469.14

189.86

Woods

161.31

65.27

River

11.07

4.48

Other

24.50

9.92

TOTAL

863.57

349.49

The farm has capacity to carry about 770 breeding ewes plus ewe hoggs and 30+ suckler cows.
Although a small flock of sheep is managed in hand, the majority of the grazings are let to a neighbouring
farmer on a seasonal basis. For those not wishing to farm the estate themselves, the current
arrangement is extremely workable for any new owner, with a farmer who is highly cooperative and
supportive of the estate.
Located on the hill is a borrow pit which provides useful material for the maintenance of estate roads and
tracks.

FARM BUILDINGS
The farm buildings stand beyond Ashiestiel Farmhouse and comprise both traditional and modern
buildings and include: cattle court, store, hay shed, and a further cattle court of steel frame construction.
The traditional range of buildings includes a barn with a loft.

WOODLAND
The woodlands, which extend to about 161 acres in total, are actively managed for sport, amenity and commercial return and are interspersed amongst the rolling contours of the estate.
The overall amenity of the estate is enhanced by its well maintained hedgerows, walls and fences. There are delightful woodland walks adjacent to the River Tweed and up onto Ashiestiel Hill from where the views
are outstanding.
The more commercial woodlands are on the hill and have been added to in 2017 by the creation of two new plantations of about 35 acres (13.95 ha) under a Scottish Rural Development Programme (SRDP)
scheme. Recently 28 acres (11.5ha) of commercial woodland were felled and these areas have also recently been re-planted and the area extended.* Consideration has been given to a large scale scheme, as
much of the hill is highly suitable for planting. A projected cashflow/budget is available from the selling agents.

* Photograph taken prior to felling and re-planting

Forestry Grant Schemes and Timber
All standing and fallen timber is included in the sale. The purchaser(s) will be obliged to continue with
the existing SRDP and will be responsible for the repayment of any grants previously received as a
result of any failure to comply with the conditions of the scheme.

GENERAL REMARKS
Viewing
Strictly by appointment with Savills Edinburgh office 0131 247 3720.

Basic Payment Scheme Entitlements
The following Basic Payment Scheme entitlements will be included in the sale:

Airports
Edinburgh Airport (www.edinburghairport.com) or Glasgow Airport (www.glasgowairport.com).
Railway Stations
The nearest station is at Galashiels (5 miles). For tickets and information telephone 0344 811 0141 or
visit www.scotrail.co.uk
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Fixtures & Fittings
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All fitted carpets in Ashiestiel House and Gardener’s Cottage are included in the sale. All curtains and
light !fittings may
! ! be available
!
! in addition. Certain items of furniture, white goods and estate equipment
may also be made available by separate negotiation. The contents of all other estate houses/cottages
((
are specifically
excluded from the sale.
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Mineral Rights
The minerals are included within the sale insofar as they are not reserved by statute or common law to
third parties.
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Disputes
Should any discrepancy arise as to the boundaries or any points arise on the Remarks, Stipulations
or Plan or the interpretation of any of them, the question shall be referred to the arbitration of the
selling agents whose decision acting as experts, shall be final.

! short
!
!assured !tenancy;! OFCH! =! oil! fired! central! heating;! LPG! =! liquid! petroleum
! gas
!
SAT =

J

Solicitors
Hewats, 63 King Street, Castle Douglas, Tel: 01556 502391 – CALaurie@hewats.co.uk

Purchase Price
Within 7 days of the conclusion of missives a non-returnable deposit of 10% of the purchase price
shall be paid. The balance of the purchase price will fall due for payment at the date of entry
(whether entry is taken or not) with interest accruing thereon at the rate of 5% above The Royal
Bank of Scotland base rate. No consignation shall be effectual in avoiding such interest.

(
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!
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Offers
Offers in Scottish Legal Form are to be submitted to the selling agents, Savills, Wemyss House,
8 Wemyss Place, Edinburgh, EH3 6DH. A closing date for offers may be fixed, and prospective
purchasers are advised to register their interest with the selling agents following inspection.

Stipulations

Services, Council Tax, EPCs and occupancies
All properties
!
!have !mains !water!(with! the! exception! of! Hillhouse),! mains! electricity! and
! private
! drainage.
!
The !electricity !supply !to!the! main! house! is! 3! phase.!

(

Entry & Possession
Entry by arrangement, subject to existing sporting lets and tenancy agreements

(

! !
! !
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!
!
!
!
!
!
! ! !
! !
!
!
!
There !is a seasonal
ghillie
whose
employment
could be
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TUPE! !
! !
! ! !
!
! !
!
Regulations 2006.

!
!

The projected and anticipated entitlement values for 2017 to 2019 are available from the selling agents.
All payments under the 2017 scheme year will be retained by the seller.
Less Favoured Area Status
The estate lies wholly within a Less Favoured Area. It is classified as severely disadvantaged.

!

Local Authority
(
Scottish (Borders Council,
Newtown St.Boswells, Melrose TD6 0SA. Tel: 0300 100 1800 or visit
!
!
! ! !
! !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
www.scotborders.gov.uk
!

Region 1 79.96 units
Region 2 179 units
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Plans, Areas and Schedules
These are based on the Ordnance Survey and are for reference only. They have been carefully
checked and computed by the selling agents and the purchaser shall be deemed to have satisfied
himself as to the description of the property and any error or mis-statement shall not annul the sale
nor entitle either party to compensation in respect thereof.
Overseas Purchasers
Any offer by a purchaser(s) who is resident outwith the United Kingdom must be accompanied by a
guarantee from a bank which is acceptable to the sellers.
Lotting
It is intended to offer the property for sale as described, but the seller reserves the right to divide
the property into lots, or to withdraw the property, or to exclude any property shown in these
particulars.

Directions
From the north, travel south from Edinburgh on the A7 towards Galashiels. Turn right onto the B710 to
Clovenfords. At the roundabout in Clovenfords, take the 3rd exit onto A72 (signposted Peebles), and at
the Nest Roundabout take the first exit. After about 200 metres turn right where signposted to
Ashiestiel, cross the River Tweed via the Ashiestiel Bridge and the entrance to Ashiestiel House will be
seen on the right next to the East Lodge after about a mile.
From the south, travel north on the M6. At junction 44, take the A7 exit towards Galashiels. Follow the
A7 to Selkirk. From Selkirk, take the A707 towards Peebles through Caddonfoot. Turn left signposted to
Elibank and continue thereafter as above.
The postcode is TD1 3LJ.

Generally
Should there be any discrepancy between these particulars, the General Remarks and Information,
Stipulations and the Missives of Sale, the latter shall prevail.
Servitude Rights, Burdens, Wayleaves and Statutory Public Access Rights
The property is sold subject to and with the benefit of all servitude rights, including rights of access
and rights of way, whether public or private. The property is also sold subject to the rights of
public access under the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003. The purchaser(s) will be held to have
satisfied themselves as to the nature of all such servitude rights and others.
Apportionments
The Council Tax and all other outgoings shall be apportioned between the seller and the
purchaser(s) as at the date of entry.
Important Notice
Savills, their clients and any joint agents give notice that:
1. They are not authorised to make or give any representations or warranties in relation to the
property either here or elsewhere, either on their own behalf or on behalf of their client or
otherwise. They assume no responsibility for any statement that may be made in these particulars.
These particulars do not form part of any offer or contract and must not be relied upon as
statements or representations of fact.
2. Any areas, measurements or distances are approximate. The text, photographs and plans are
for guidance only and are not necessarily comprehensive. It should not be assumed that the
property has all necessary planning, building regulation or other consents and Savills have not
tested any services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or
otherwise. Neither these particulars nor any subsequent communication relative to the property
shall be binding upon Savills or the Sellers (whether acted on or otherwise) unless the same is
incorporated within a written document signed by the Sellers or on their behalf satisfying the
requirements of Section 3 of the Requirements of Writing (Scotland) Act 1995 or is granted in
pursuance of any such document.
IEC170328 Brochure prepared May 2017.
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